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One way is to evaluate the probability of spread beyond the room of

origin, which is shown to be a useful measure of the incidence of large fires,

and hence to evaluate the'influence of various factors on the spread of fire.

Only limited analysis is possible because of few data, but it is shown that

spread is much less likely in modern buildings, that the effect on it of early

attendance by the brigade is small, but that early discovery is very important.

It is also shown that small reductions in the frequency with which fires

spread beyond the room of origin can result in relatively large reductions in

the incidence of large fires, a result of considerable economic significance,

and strong statistical evidence of the value of compartmentation.
Crown copyright

The spread of fire in buildings is studied in this paper by examining the

statistics. of fires attended by the brigades. It is suggested that since

traditional methods of specifying fire resistance based on a 'burn-out' tacitly

recognize some element of risk, one should find some means of making an

appropriate allowance quantitatively, including the beneficial action of fire

fighting, sprinklers etc.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND

JOINT FIRE RESEARCH
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F.R. Note No. 900
November 1970.

K STATISTICAL APPROACH TO THE SPREAD OF FIRE n, BUILDINGS

by

R. Baldwin

INTRODUCTION

Legislation for building controls exists largely to reduce the hazard to

life by providing means of escape and by inhibiting the spread of fire in and

'between buildings to give adequate time for inhabitants to escape. I~ this

paper we shall be concerned almost entirely with studies 'of fire spread in

buildings, which is admittedly only one aspect of the problem of life safety

though an important one for large buildings. It is hoped soon to extend this

work to a direct consideration of the life safety problem.

The purpose of this paper is primarily to suggest new methc>ds of approach

and to outline some of the problems involved in such studies. Clearly, at

this early stage of the research it is important to establish a suitable

technique and to aemonstrate that its application will lead to usefUl results.

Nevertheless, in spite of the limited data available, particularly on the rele

of the building structure in inhibiting fire spread, several interesting results

~.emerged, notably in describing the relationship between large and small

fires, and in estimating the influence of various factors on the spread of fire.

The main source of data for this work is the brigade fire reports

collated and processed at the Fire Research Station. A report is received on

every fire attended by the brigade, giving information about the circumstances

of the fire, and the fire fighting effort for control and eventual extinction.

These are coded and then processed on a computer; the resulting data are

summarised annually in the U.K. Fire Statisticsl • Data on fire losses are

obtained from insurance claims, and for the past few years the Fire Research

Station has been collecting information on fires in which the 10SB exceeded,

£10 000. These are usually regarded as being large fires, and although

numerically they constitute only about 1 per cent of all fires, they account

for about 60 per cent of the annual fire 10sa2•
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Of course, the fire reports do not provide all the ~ecessary information.

For example, where combustible linings have made a significant contribution to

the rapid spread of fire this will be reported, but otherwise their presence

would probably be ignored. The same is true of many other features of buildings

which are the subject of design codes or regulations, and indeed there are

other matters on which the brigade could net be expected to report adequately.

To overcome these limitations, staff of the J.F.R.O. have been visiting fires

systematically on a full time basis, and their repcrts will provi.de valuable

supplementary data to be used in conjunction with the statistical returns.
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TEE CHANCE OF FIRE SPREADING- BEYOND TEE ROOM OF ORIGIN

necessarily specify requirements for a range of buildings, usually with the

same bu:i.lding occupancy, because design for individual bui.Ldd.ngs is not

practicable, and in these circumstances it is necessary to ccnduct a survey of

the contents and configuration of buildings for each occupancy in order to

estimate realistic fire resistance requirements.

Traditionally, we think of buildings as being divided into compartments

or rooms, some of which we lable 'fire compartments' because their boundaries

meet particular specifications of fire resistance. The required fire resistance

may be estimated by reference to experimental data, reported elsewhere, and

from a knowledge of the shape and size of the compartment, its ventilation

Such a survey has recently been completed for office buildings in several

different countries, and we have now made a preliminary analysis3 of a small

sample of a survey carried out by the British.Building Research Station. Some

typical data are given in Fig. 1, the frequency distrib~tion cf fire load

densities. There is a considerable range of fire loads and the distribution.

is very skew with a long tail. Thomas and Heselden4 and Margaret Law5 in

interpreting results of experiments have related fire resistance to the
1

parameter L (Aw .Air)~' involving fire load, window area and size and shape of

the room. Using their results and combining them with the frequency

distribution of this parameter derived from the survey, we arrive at a

frequency diagram for fire resistance requirements, sho"~ in Fig. 2. Once

again a skew distribution with a large range of fire resistance.
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However, legislation for fire resistance mustconditions and contents.

The application of these results presents seme difficulty. According to

conventional philosophy of fire grading the fire resista~ce shoQLd be

sufficient to survive a 'burn-·out', but in view of the ;;ide variati.on of
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predicted fire resistance requirements, even withJL~ this narrcw range of buildi~g

occupancy, the maximum (75 minutes) will grossly over-protect most of the c'-lillii.ngs

of this type whose predicted mean fire resistance is about 25 minutes, and any

lesser value will nominally under-protect a few. Regulations compromise by

taking a representative value so that they tacitly incorporate a probablistic

element. Similarly one introduces relaxations L~to, say, the area limitation

for the presence of sprinklers, or requires increased fire resistance fc·r high

buildings, so that one is recognizing some risk element over and above t~e

'burn-out' concept. So far it is clearly done qualitatively r.ot quantd t.atd.ve.Lyj

recent .interest in a points system, is one response to this re~0&~itio~. Havj~g

accepted this probablistic view of fire resistance, or accepted an element of

risk, we must also ask whether we should make some allowance for early ds t ect Lon

or for the beneficial effect of fire fighting by the brigade, or fer sprinklers.

Clearly there is a high chance of early discovery and extinction in most fires,

reducing considerably the chance of occurrence of a turn-out, and thus reducir,g

the risk involved in taking representative values of fire resistance. Tb"

difficulty remains as to the means of making an appropriate allowance quantitat:i."el~·,

without being arbitrary or expedient.

One way of bridging this gap between idealized burn-out experiments on ths

one hand and actual fires on the other, is to study the frequency with w~ich fire

spreads. beyond some given Size, e.g. the room or ccmpartment of origiL, li.:c.ked

to the circumstances of the fire and the characteristics cf the bUildic,g6. F:~('Jli
the fire statistics. it is a simple matter to calculate t~e prorortion of a gi,en

class of fire which spread beyond the room of origiI.c, and to s tudy its associaf;icn

with various events in a fire7,8,9.

SOme typical data are shown in Table 1, giving the numbers spreading beycf'_d

the room of origin, denoted by n, and the total rr~bers of fire oc~~rrL~g Lns
builliings of different types, denoted by p, and is derived from thes
equation Ps = n~N.

The quantity p is a fundamental property of a class of building OCCUP~~0Y,s
expressing not only variations in contents end the c02figuration, but also a,-,

element of chance. The course of a fire in a building is goverr,ed as mu~h by

the laws' of chance as by physical or chemical laws. In the early stages of the

fire, when the first item is ignited, further spread will depend on the

availability and prOXimity of more fuel, and at a later stage, spread beyond the

room of origin will depend on whether doors are open, the fire resistan(e of its

- 3 -
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bounderies and. so on. In the absence of automatic detection, the fire may be

discovered, at random, by a. passer-by or occupant, and the fire rapidly fou.ght by I
the brigade. All these uncertainties are now Lnco.rporated into a single

Istatistic, Ps' and although it is not the only statistic of spread, nor

necessarily the best, it is readily available for a large group of fires.

LARGE FIRE AND THE SPREAD OF FIRE BEYOND THE ROOM OF ORIGIN I
Interpretation of Ps is made difficult by the ambiguity i~ the mean~,g of

the word I room'. which is not nace saar-Ll.y a fire compartment. It is d9sirable I
also tc be able to attach some economic value to ccmpartmentation and th~

is of considerable economic significance.

some extent by studying the iued.dence of large fires, defined as those in wh.ich

the direct fire loss exceeds £10 000, and relating this to the chance of spread

reduction of spread by various measures.

beyond the rOom of origin.

than 60 per cent of the fire

These problems car, be overCQme to

As pointed cut above, large fires accoUTlt for more

loss, so that study of the incidence of large fires

I
I
I

during the year.

It is clear that there is a streng correlation between PL and Fs ' a.~d

regression analysis yields PL = 1.23 ps302 and incidently shows that it is

a relationship between probabilities, not numbers of fires.

I
I
I
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Fs

I1. and PsG

model in

First we haveSome important conclusions follow from this correlation.

There is therefore approxima.1!ely a cube power law relating

correlation has been supported theoretically by simulating a

which fire spread is represented as a random walk on the cells of a lattice,
10using a computer • Comparison of theory and data suggests that large fires.

correspond on average to fires involving four or more rooms, and th" ohance of

a. large fire calculated by theory is then in close agreement with the data.

The estimate of four rooms is supported by data on loss and areas of fires.

This.

In Fig. 3 the pr8bability of a fire becoming large, is p:otted against

for various occupancies rangiQg from industrial building to dcmestic ho~ses,

and for the year to ;y-ear variati.ons of the Dd.st r.i.bu'tLve Trades, a mor-e

homogeneous set of data. The parameter FL is derh-ed by dividb.g the number

of large fires in each occupancy by the total number of fires in the occupa~cy

now attached some practical significance to the term Ps in spite of

difficulties about definition of a 'room'. Clearly the incidence of large

fires is related to spread beyond the room of origin, which is therefore a

- 4
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useful measure of the chance of a fire becoming large. Hence lar~ fires as a

group may be studied by research on those factors which influence whether OJ.' nc·-f;

fires spread beyond the room of origin. This is of considerable practical

importance because most of Our experimental and statistical data. relate to this

stage of the fire.

Secondly, because of the cube power law, quite small reductio~s in Ps

should result in relatively large reductions in the chance of large fi~e. This,

perhaps, is the strongest statistical evidence we have of the value of

compartmentation, even if the rooms studied do not conform to traditior.al fire

resistance ratings. Of course improvements in p may derive from mar.y so~rcez,s
for example, by providing mor-e adequate walls and floors separating compaz-tments.,

by & policy of closing doors, by earlier detection etc. In the follcwic-:cg sed'io:::s

we will attempt to identify some of the factors influencing Ps'

It is worth noting that the extent of structural damage is also related t~

p 11, as shown in Fig. 4, again reinforcing the importance of this statistic.
s

FACTORS INFLUENCING FIRE SPREAD

The scope of a study of fire statistics in order to identify faGt:c.cr.s

influencing fire spread is limited by the amourrt of data supplied by' the b:·igads-s.

Since the present reporting system was devised some years ago and for a quite

different purpose it is not surprising that there are LTlsufficie~,f; daba to

determine, for example, the effect of varying degrees of fire protectioL, fire

fighting or delays, as we would Wish. Instead we must resert to varia':les

which can be expected to give some indication of the impcrtance of vardous eYer.ts

in fires.

Typical datacfor industrial buildings are shown in Table 2. Similar data

are available for other types of bUilding12, but their behavio'xr is rathe~

similar qualitatively and hence for the sake of brevity they are omitted from

the present paper, and average values for other building regulati.or. pur-peas

groups given in Table 3. The average value of p associated with each
s

variable is given in Table 4 for industrial buildings. The chance cf spread

appears to be highest in industrial and storage bUildings, as might te

expected, since these fires account for a very high proportion of large fires.

Perhaps the most important new result to emerge from this analysis i.s tha'f;

spread is much less likely in modern bua.LdLngs , particularly in muJ.ti-store;y

bud.Ld.i.nga , The chance of spread in post-1950 multi-storey buaLd.Lnga is about;

one half that in corresponding pre-1920 buildings, but this difference is muah

smaller in single storey buildings. It is worth noting that during the

- 5



period 1950-1967 legislation for building controls was introduced, applying mainly

to multi-storey buildings. Since the statistics show more variation with age in

mUlti-storey buildings, it seems possible that increased building controls are

having a significant effect on firespread. There are many possible explanations,

however, ~nd more data are urgently required to identify which is correct.

Another fact~r clearly exerting considerable influence on spread is the

time of discovery of the fire, with spread more likely at ni.ght , This probably

reflects the longer delays in discovery at night, and has been ncted previously

in studies of large fires, where the chance of a fire becoming large is four

or five times as great at night.

Brigade activities are represented in the analysis by the risk classification

of the building and by the brigade attendance time, defined as the time of

discovery of fire to arrival of the brigade. The risk classification is based

on the brigades assessment of the risk of fire spread and determines the size

and speed of the first attendance. The analysis shows little variation in

spread between the risks, perhaps because the system compensates adequately for

varying risks 0

It is somewhat surprising at first sight that the attendance time has

little effect on the spread of fire. The most likely explanation is that the

differences in attendance time, of the order of a minute or so, are small

compared with the variation in the time from ignition to discovery. This is

reflected in a considerable variation in the size of fire confronting the

brigade on arrival, so that the benefit of early attendance is unlikely to be

measurable. It seems.therefore, that there would be few material benefits

from measures to reduce attendance time. However, it has been shown that the

brigade use about five times as much water in controlling fires as in

experimental fires of the same area13, suggesting that the main problems of the

brigade are associated with assessing the size of the fire and directing water

on to it. This aspect would repay further study. We have yet to examine the

effect of attendance time on life loss.

TIME TAKEN TO CONTROL A FIRE

Thomas
6

has studied the distribution of control times and its relationship

to fire spread. In Fig. 5 we show the probability of a fire being out of

control at different times after the arrival of the brigade. The exact meaning

of 'control time' is not known, but it is almost certainly related to the size

of the fire on arrival of the brigade, because Thomas 14 and Baldwin13 have

- 6 -
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. shown that if & is the ultimate area. of the fire and T the cOLtrcl time, t~e~

approximately T oC F"" However, dur.i.ng this period the tuild:i.ng is belz.g

evacuated and life is at hazard, so although control time may not ::J.ecessarily

be identified with fire duration, it is of some value in examining fire resistaro~6

requirements. In any case, this is the on.ly statistica::' information available 0:"

fire duration; there is none on temperar~res in fires.

According to this distribution about one firs i~, 15 lasts moz-e rhar, 30 mfns ,

and about one in 50 more than an hour. Durations lc'::.ger 1:::,an an hour are so

rare that they Cffik"lOt be included on the graph, as cne ~ig~t expec+..

The use of data on control tilIles has not yet been f:;ll;,· exp'lor-sd , (r,c:c

example, as, an Lnd.Lca'tdon of fire resistance req1j.iremeLts) ~ (l,;.t some i.r:.tersst:i::.g

resul ts have already emerged. For example Thomas~5 has shown that U'"ere is an

almost linear relationship between Ps and the celtrol time, and the slops of

the line may be related to a rate of spread.

!·\ODELS OF FIRE SPREAD

One aspect of this type of work that has nct been da scuseed ar.ovs is the

I need for a probablistic model of fire spread. I~ ~~mmc~ with illest ot~€r

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

regression models, the approach described above is of lim.i ted use ·,,-nless there

is some model describing the basic laws governing the sys~em, if oP~Y te~aUE6

of the difficulty of extrapolating to situatio!ls ether t~,a."l those (,oyersd. ty

the data which represent what is, not what might 'teo One sucn model has oee"

descr-Lbed earlier, in which the rooms of the building are represented by U.e

cells of a-Lat t i.ce , and fire spread is represented by a random walk on these

cells'. This was used to justify the cute power law be-:weer, P
L

and :;;'·s.

Another random walk model, in which both fire spread and fire fightir,g are·

represented has been described by Mandlebrot16, and Thomas' 7 "'",s used t!!is ,,,)

suggest connections between various simple relati0!lships letween size, loss

and duration.

Or,e model which is required is some me~"lS of estimatj~g t~e eco!lomic

gains from reductions in Ps. Suppose, for e~ple, that by pro,~sion of

detection systems, fires at night are discovered as quickly as day tilIle fires.

Since PL oC ·ps 3 , and from the statistics, Ps would be reduced l:.y abouf t;
the chance of a large fire and hence the number of large fires would be redu,ced

by about t. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, the statistical distri~'.ltio~ of

losses in excess of £10 000 is virtually identical by day or r"ight, implo,j::cg

that once the' fire has exceeded some critical size, its ultimate size is

- 7 -



determined by some other factor, presumably the size of the building or compartment.

Ramachandran18 has shown, for example, that the expected loss is approximately

proportional to the square root of the area of the building.

The critical size suggested by this theory is clearly of importance in

determining the maximum permissible size of a fire compartment, but its exact value

is not easy to estimate. Senior NFPA engineers have stated that a fire of about

230 m
2

(2500 ft) is uncontrollable by present means, whilst the National Bureau of

Standards19, by studying fire losses, have shown that 'large fire characteristics'

are associated with fires between 7.5 and 22 m2 (80 and 230 ft
2).

However, if

we plot the statistical distribution of contrcl times, shown in Fig. 5, we see

that there is some evidence of two populations, with a transition at about 20 mins.

Since this curve i.s a measure of fire fighting difficulties this provides evidence

of increasing difficulties with fires lasting more than 20 mins. Using the

relationship ToC: ~this implies an area of about 35 m
2

(400 ft
2).

As a result of this discussion we see that a detection system designed to

detect fires as early at night as during the day would reduce the incidence of

large fires to about one third, but not their maximum size, and hence losses

due to large fires at night would be cut to about a third. This estimate

presupposes that a suitable system exists, clearly a profitable subject fo~

research, and makes no allowance for the cost of providing it.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Although the analysis described in the present paper is not yet completed,

and the results are not altogether conclusive (largely because of lack of data)

nevertheless the study of spread beyond the room of origin is clearly a valuable

technique for stUdying the spread of fire in buildings. It has been shown

that p is a useful measure of the incidence of large fires in any particulars
group of buildings, and this is of considerable economic importance because

large fires, although small in number, account for more than 60 per cent of the

annual fire loss. This and the cube power law connecting PL and p form a
. s

strong argument in favour of compartmentation in buildings.

The results show that the effect of early attendance by the brigade is

small, but that early detection is very important. More data are urgently

required to investigate the reasons for reduced spread in modern buildings.

These data. are also required to investigate the benefits of different levels

of fire protection and bUilding controls, and the merits of different types of

construction, so that ultimately one may be able to design building regulations

on the basis of experience of real fires.
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Table 1

Same typical spread statistics (1967)

Number of Number of Chance
Hazard fires fires of

spreading occurring spread

n N Ps,s

Manufacturing industries 2 216 6 948 0.32

Distributive - retail 510 2 072 0.25

Distributive - other 334 808 0.41

Financial, professional etc 650 3 088 0.21

Hotels, restaurants, etc 498 2 318 0.22

,Transport and communications 146 464 0.31

Public entertainment 160 478 0.30

Pub.Li,c administration and defence 146 632 0.23

Residential 5 300 37 118 0.14
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Table 2a

Percentage of fires (1967) spreading beyond the room of
origin ie" single s tcrey industrial btzi.Ldd.ngs

"",. Age of bud.Ld i.ng' :..

Time of Ri.sk pr<.-1920 i 920-·1949 1950-1967
-discovery categeI';/ Attendance At t endance Attendanc.e.... f;ilIl'7 tim"uJJr.9

0-5 6,.7 8+ 0-5 6,7 8+ 0-5 6,7 8+

A (high) 0 14· ,0 22 10 1.0 0 16 8J

B .' ?, 17 0 ~(l 17 13 5 7 11Day j.

C 8 ..,.
18 8 14 16 9 14 10Ii

D (low) 100 14 40 0 17 15 0 ·14 13

A (ldg.t.) 2'7 33 8 8 i4 15 23 14· '7

Night B 22 8 'l7 18 ~6 19 13 9 12

C 23 .9 0 23 4 -17 1"0 15 16

D (low) 0 33 ~4 20 20 21 0 0 1',17, ..

Ta::-le 2.~.

Percentage of firss (1967) spreadir..g beyo~~d the reom of
ori.gL"l in mu.lt:i-stcorey industri.al bu.iLd.i.nge

Age of tui.ldir..g

Time of Risk Attendance Attendano" At t endanoediscovery categor;j time time time

0-5 6,7 8+ 0-5 6,7 8+ 0-5 6,7 8+

A (high) 31 26 27 23 12 13 'i2 14 0,

B 14 18 16 9 17 15 9 9 8
Day

G 13 24 27 1:4 23 13 8 15 21

D (low) 33 33 25 0 33 27 0 0 26

A (high) 45 41 25 4.-: 24 33 14 15 14..
B 23 36 29 4'j '''A 47 25 9 '13Night ,,-,

C. 22 28 44 31 39 47 23 57 26

D CleM) 50 33 33 0 (1 45 0 100 0

"
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Table 3

Average percentages spreading beyond the room of origin
in different types of building (1967)

Percentage spreading
Type of building

Single storey Multi-storey

Residential - 12
(residential clubs,

schools, hotels etc)

C.ommercial - 13
(office premises)

Shops 14 14

Asaembly 25 17
(nan-residential
club, SChOOIS~

theatres, etc

Industrial 13 23

Storage 36 42

Flats, maisonettes - 11

- 13 -



Table 4

Average percentages spreading beyond the room of
origin for the variables stu.died

Variable Level Single storey Multi-storey

Time of Day 12 '18

d.iscove:ry
Nigh~ 15 30

A. High 13 2'"C)

Risk B 12 19
C 13 25

D Low 16 30

Pre 1920 15 26
Age of 1920-1949 15 24buildi.:2.g

1950-1967 11 15

0-5 ~2 23
Alttendance

6.7 n 23time
s- 14 23

- 14 -
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